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Overview, Significance, and Impact

Programming is a cognitively demanding task that requires continuous learning. But it is not just
novices that are learning, since professional programmers must learn unfamiliar software projects,
new libraries and frameworks, and even understand the design decisions and intent of code that
other programmers wrote. This is particularly challenging since much of the information needed
to complete programming tasks never gets written or shared. In fact, numerous studies have
found that programmers spend a tremendous amount of time foraging for information and they
often never find what they are looking for [69, 92, 93, 123]. Alleviating these barriers involved in
learning during programming tasks is of paramount concern to support a diverse population of
novices and experts to work in computing fields.
My overarching research plan is to understand how inquisitive feedback loops can facilitate
learning during software development tasks for novices and experts. An inquisitive feedback
loop is a system that elicits information from the programmer that is often locked away in their
mind or someone else’s mind, and then uses that information to provide more effective feedback. One motivating application of an inquisitive feedback loop is a system that detects complex
code and entices the programmer to provide a structured explanation of the code snippet. Selfexplanation has shown to be an an effective means of learning, especially in the context of learning
to program, and the elicited explanation could be used to automate tedious programming tasks
(e.g., writing documentation).
Toward this goal, I have three specific contexts I will design tools with inquisitive feedback
loops for:
• (1) Supporting novice programmers in learning to effectively understand and explain how
their programs work with CodeInquisitor.
• (2) Supporting expert programmers in learning, documenting, and sharing design decisions
about code with CodeWitness.
• (3) Supporting programmers in the transition from novice to expert through onboarding
with DevCourier.
By studying these three important contexts that pose considerable challenges to programmers, I
strive to understand and validate the usefulness of inquisitive feedback loops through triangulation. Each context has unique characteristics that will come together to form a body of evidence
on the effectiveness of inquisitive feedback loops.
I aim to advance knowledge in the areas of human-computer interaction, software engineering,
and computing education to facilitate learning through self-explanation and revolutionize the ways
in which programming tools can assist people during software development. In fact, I first validated an inquisitive feedback loop in my NSF CRII work for helping novices overcome misconceptions about their code. Our results were so promising that I received overwhelming support
and feedback on our paper published [43] at the ICSE’21 Education track to continue this line of
research. This proposal’s research plan and education plan are tightly integrated through my industry collaborations, courses, and open source software projects. Therefore, I would like to take
this promising approach and apply it to broader and more complex contexts during my research
and education career.
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PI Qualifications

My prior research can be broadly categorized as (1) studies on programmer’s information seeking
behavior [19, 92, 93, 94, 107] and (2) programming tools that provide information more effectively [1, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 103]. In fact, I have conducted numerous qualitative studies to
understand the barriers that programmers face, and then designed, implemented, and evaluated
8 programming tools in the last 7 years that are aimed at addressing the barriers we identified.
Through my industry collaborations (e.g., with
) and academic collaborations (e.g., within and outside
University of Tennessee), I am able to study programmers in both professional and educational
settings. See the 8 letters of collaboration included with this proposal.
For example, we used a mixed-methods approach to study collaborative code reviews at Microsoft that involved programmers discussing and documenting design decisions about code
changes. We designed CFar [48] to facilitate these design discussions by automatically displaying feedback in a way that includes the entire team. To evaluate our design, we conducted a small
lab study, deployed the tool to 98 professional programmers for 15 weeks to collect log data, and
surveyed 33 programmers to better understand their usage and opinion of the tool. Moving forward, I will use my experience, skills, and network to effectively conduct the research proposed
to transform feedback loops for programmers.

3

Background & Related Work

There are many studies on the information needs of programmers and tools to support those information needs. However, much of the information may not exist outside of another programmer’s
mind (e.g., a design decision another programmer made [65, 77]) or the programmer may not yet
realize they need information until going down the wrong path (e.g., a code change has cascading implications [65, 92]). Through an inquisitive feedback loop, programmers could benefit from
self-explanation as a means of learning, documenting, and sharing knowledge.

3.1

Programmers’ Information Needs

Developers need a variety of information to complete their development tasks. In fact, researchers
have performed numerous empirical studies to better understand developers’ dynamic information needs during development tasks (e.g., [65, 74, 75, 78, 95, 104, 108]). One notable field study
found that programmers spent 58% of their time understanding code [123]. Another notable study
identified 44 kinds of questions that developers ask during development tasks, such as “Why isn’t
control reaching this point in the code?” [104]. Similarly, researchers observed developers spending a
substantial amount of their time trying to answer reachability questions, which are those concerned
with about the paths in code or the relationships between code modules [74].
Despite programmers spending 35–50% of their time seeking information in code and documentation [69, 95], they are often unsuccessful in satisfying their information needs. In fact,
developers often investigate irrelevant code in an attempt to find the code that will yield the
information they need [69]. One cause for this may be that tools do not support developers’ information needs, given that an analysis on questions that developers ask found that there is often
a mismatch between the developer’s question and the answers that tools provide [104]. Moreover, a survey of 179 professional developers revealed 94 distinct questions that they believe are
hard to answer even with tools [75]. These difficulties to find information matches the results of
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our recent study, which found that 50% of navigations yielded less information than developers
expected, and 40% required more effort than the developer predicted [93]. Another key reason
for the difficulty finding information is that it is often not written anywhere and requires asking
another programmer [65, 77].

3.2

Tools for Satisfying Information Needs

To address the inefficiencies of development tools, researchers have designed tools for answering
developers questions more efficiently. A popular approach is to integrate recommendation systems into the development environment (e.g., Mylar [64], Hipikat [116], Stacksplorer [62], the PFIS
recommender [91], and Prodet [4]). In this context, a recommendation is any information that is
“estimated to be valuable for a software engineering task” [99]. Such recommenders have utilized
a variety of factors, often multiple, to produce recommendations of code. Notable factors include
code structure [4, 50, 52, 62, 72, 76, 119], natural language [50, 124], navigation history [64, 91, 106],
code edits [64], collaborative information [23, 106], and project documents [116].
A particularly relevant tool to our proposed research is the Whyline [66, 67, 68], which enables
programmers to record program executions and then ask “why” and “why not” questions about
the program’s behavior. For example, a programmer can use the tool to click on a specific part of
their program’s interface and ask the question, “why is this button red?” The Whyline will then
provide an answer (i.e., the relevant code) and allow the programmer to ask follow-up questions,
such as “why did this event not occur?” To provide these answers, Whyline records an extensive
amount of information from a program’s execution and uses a combination of static and dynamic
program slicing to derive the answers about the program behavior [67]. In an empirical study,
participants using Whyline were able to fix bugs in half of the time than those using a traditional
debugger [68].
Although Whyline is effective for debugging, it requires the programmer to have already identified a problem and to be able to select an appropriate question. In contrast, our proposed work
on an inquisitive feedback loop is designed to support novices and experts prior to realizing there
is a problem. For example, novices often have a different definition of program correctness [70]
and they struggle with misconceptions even when their program does work as expected [63], so
they would not be able to use the Whyline in such situations. Additionally, an inquisitive feedback loop can be used to assist expert programmers in tedious tasks that may be overlooked for
extended periods of time (e.g., writing documentation or test code).

3.3

Self-Explanation

Self-explanation is the process of explaining a concept to one’s self [20]. Studies have found
that students that perform self-explanation in programming courses make fewer coding mistakes,
have a better understanding of their programming solutions, and perform better on tests [11, 96,
117]. Rubber duck debugging is a common strategy among programmers that involves explaining
your code to an inanimate objects so that “you must explicitly state things that you may take for
granted when going through the code yourself. By having to verbalize some of the assumptions,
you may suddenly gain new insights into the problem” [113]. Moreover, there is evidence that
explanations can also be useful in group settings [12].
However, studies in other domains have found that it is rare for people to perform selfexplanation without being prompted [20, 41]. For example, a seminal study on problem-solving
strategies found that only 10% of participants self-explained on their own [20]. When participants are prompted to self-explain, they show positive learning outcomes and achieve similar
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Figure 1: Overview of our proposed research to understand how inquisitive programming environments can be used as learning environments.
performance as those who self-explained without prompting [11, 21, 41]. These promising result
motivates the need for further study on inquisitive feedback loops as a means of prompting novice
and expert programmers to self-explain.

4

Proposed Research

Towards studying the effectiveness of inquisitive feedback loops in aiding programmers, I will design, implement, and evaluate three tools that support different information needs. In particular,
the three contexts are: (1) novice programmers learning to understand and explain how their programs work, (2) expert programmers learning, documenting, and sharing design decisions about
code, and (3) programmers transitioning from novice to expert during onboarding. By investigating these activities, we can study the effect on novices versus experts, individuals versus teams,
and programming task (i.e., program understanding, documentation, and onboarding).
An overview of the proposed research is shown in Fig. 1. The inquisitive feedback loop is entirely dependent on the context, though the common elements include when to elicit information,
what information to elicit, and how to use the information. We will then use a user-centered design approach to design and implement our tools, and then use mixed methods to evaluate them.
The remainder of this section is organized into the three aims that strive to understand how inquisitive feedback loops can promote learning during software development tasks for novices
and experts. Because of the overlapping nature of the three aims, including a shared codebase for
implementing the tools, I believe the proposed research is feasible in a 5-year scope.

4.1

Aim #1: Support Novices in Program Understanding with CodeInquisitor

The number of people interested in learning computer programming has increased dramatically
in recent years. However, novice programmers face numerous barriers while attempting to learn
how to code that may deter them from pursuing a computer science degree or career in software
development. To address the barriers that novices face while learning to code, I propose to build
CodeInquisitor based on my NSF CRII research, a tool for eliciting explanations from novices
about how they believe their program will behave while they are actively engaged in coding tasks.
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4.1.1

Related work

Novice programmers make a lot of mistakes in their code [2, 9, 14, 28, 53, 57, 109]. Although the
majority of the mistakes are syntax errors (e.g., unbalanced parentheses), these errors are often
fixed quickly [2]. When the program behaves differently than expected, known as a semantic
error, is also common [2, 14] but more challenging to fix since compilers often do not provide
any warnings about them. A key reason that novice programmers have this issue is they often
have a different definition of program correctness than professional programmers [70]. One study
found that many students believe a program is correct when there are no compiler errors, but
the students indicated little regard to the program’s behavior [110]. Furthermore, students are
often unable to accurately explain their own code [63, 79]. Even if the code produces the correct
output, some students were still unable to explain the code or indicated a misconception about
the behavior [63].
Researchers have proposed other techniques and tools that may alleviate various errors that
novices make. One common approach to aiding students with syntax errors is for tools to provide
enhanced compiler error messages that are easy to comprehend and may provide suggestions as to
how to address the error. However, studies have had inconsistent or inconclusive results as to how
effective they are in benefiting students [8, 24, 34, 86, 90, 98] Another technique is to provide visualizations of how the program will behave to aid programmers in understanding, such as Python
Tutor, which displays visualizations of the program’s data structures at each step of the code [36].
Other tools include Omnicode, which displays a scatterplot matrix of all run-time values for every
variable in the program [61], Theseus, which annotates functions in the code editor with the number of times it was called during the current execution [81], and a tool extension that displays a
small graph of how each variable changes over time during execution [51]. Researchers have also
proposed tools that generate content to help programmers, such as hints [35, 42, 56, 89], examples [54, 55, 87], tutorials [39], and recommendations [32, 40, 56, 85, 112, 120]. Recently, researchers
have began exploring how to enable users to efficiently tutor students over the web [37, 38, 118].
All of these approaches are synergistic with the proposed inquisitive feedback loop.
4.1.2

Preliminary work

My NSF CRII work led to an inquisitive code editor for addressing novice programmers’ misconceptions of program behavior [43]. The inquisitive editor (see Fig. 2) follows a three step process:
first, it identifies misconceptions by identifying potentially problematic code and prompting the
programmer with specific multiple-choice or number-entry questions about the program’s behavior. Second, it attempts to correct the misconceptions by providing an explanation based on the
program’s actual behavior. Third, it can prevent further misconceptions by inserting test code
(e.g., assertions) and code comments.
Thus far we have prototyped the concept as a code editor plugin and gathered preliminary
feedback from students and instructors. To identify potential misconceptions, we first investigated
the viability of off-the-shelf code smell detectors (e.g., SonarSource). However, these tools are
predominately designed for professional software developers. By examining the rules employed
by such tools and showing them to undergraduate students, we found that the majority of them
are of little to no value to novice programmers and could actually cause further confusion. In
contrast, we trained machine learning models to identify code smells that are specific to mistakes
that novices make. While it is trivial to detect individual mistakes reported by instructors and
researchers (e.g., [2]), these may not generalize to other programming languages or programming
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assignments. In an effort to overcome this limitation, we have combined several large data sets,
including Blackbox [15], Stack Overflow, and GitHub.
From our initial results, we have found that the
primary benefits come from the novice answering
questions about their code and explaining the code
to themselves. Originally, we were concerned with
identifying and fixing specific code errors. However, by applying the inquisitive feedback loop
more generally, we could support students in better understanding their code and also train them to
do so more effectively.
4.1.3

Research plan

CodeInquisitor will extend my preliminary work
by generalizing the inquisitive feedback loop in
the context of novice programmers attempting to
understand their code. In particular, we will expand the work beyond identifying and fixing specific misconceptions from a limited set of known
problems that novices have. Instead, CodeInquisitor will elicit general explanations about code as a
means of correcting high-level issues in their understanding. Interestingly, Lehtinen et al. recently
Figure 2: The Atom code editor with
discussed the potential benefits of automatically
a preliminary prototype of our tool exasking students about their code [80], which entension for identifying misconceptions.
courages the need of such work.
Code patterns that correlate with misWhen to elicit explanations? A fundamental
conceptions are automatically annotated
aspect of this work is knowing when to elicit an exwith a question mark (top). Clicking the
planation that will be most beneficial to the novice
annotation displays a question for the
while minimizing disruption. For example, asking
programmer to answer about how they
for an explanation early in their coding session will
think the program will behave (bottom).
yield unhelpful explanations (i.e., little to explain
or not enough understanding yet to articulate an
explanation) and asking too late means the learning opportunity has passed (i.e., they have already figured it out or given up). Additionally, there is the dimension of frequency of prompting.
In our prior work on overcoming misconceptions, we prompted the novice with a specific code
question whenever they wrote a line of code that was flagged by our code smell detector with
a maximum of one prompt per two minutes. In that context, our configuration was adequate,
likely because the novices believed it was the compiler helping them solve bugs and the compiler
already gives frequent feedback in the form of errors.
We have identified a number of indicators that can be calibrated to trigger the elicitation event,
including running the program, adding a breakpoint, or completing a block of code with sufficient
complexity. In fact, our preliminary work found that repeatedly running the program or adding
a breakpoint is indicative of a misconception. In contrast, passing a unit test (often provided
by instructors) that was previously failing indicates a breakthrough. Both of these events may
be useful times to elicit an explanation since students struggle with explaining their code, even
when it appears to run correctly. Eliciting explanations that are not specific to a bug To entice
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the novices to provide the explanations using CodeInquisitor and not ignore them, we will use
surprise-explain-reward [101]. This is a technique that has been used to entice end-users to test
software in a variety of contexts, such as spreadsheets, by provoking their curiosity and then
rewarding them [17, 58, 122]. Additionally, we will use our classroom study to compare the different indicators and parameters (e.g., how frequently to elicit explanations), explained further in
the Evaluation Plan.
What information makes for a good explanation? It is an open question what makes for a
good explanation to help novices understand their code. In our prior work, we asked specific
questions about code (i.e., “how many times will this loop iterate?”), which were able to aid in
overcoming misconceptions, but only for a set of predefined issues. With CodeInquisitor we aim
to assist them in understanding their code from a higher-level. However, it will not be adequate to
simply give the novice a textbox and ask them to explain their code in natural language. We will
investigate the novel idea of structured self-explanations that provide scaffolding to assist the novice
in providing useful explanations with necessary details for CodeInquisitor to generate feedback.
Our method to operationalize these structured self-explanations is by (1) displaying a set of automatically generated short explanations that (2) must be drag-and-dropped into the correct order
by the novice and (3) allow some minor edits about key program behaviors. This idea is based
heavily on Parsons problems for programming tests [88, 27], which involve selecting and rearranging a set of predefined code snippets to form a solution and have been shown to have a number
of benefits over asking students to write code from scratch [25, 31, 30, 29, 84]. In fact, we can use
similar techniques (i.e., program analysis and a database of pre-identified issues based on student
data) to generate these structured prompts as we did for generating the code questions [43].
How can explanations be used to generate effective feedback? The elicited explanation can
be used by CodeInquisitor to provide feedback to the novice that otherwise would not be possible.
In our prior work, we used the answers to the specific code questions to generate short explanations as why they were correct or incorrect as well as inserting code documentation and assertions.
Although the short explanation was beneficial to the students, the generated code documentation
and assertions were not. They were either ignored, removed, or in one case, caused the student
considerable confusion as to why the generated assertion was failing later. To overcome this short
coming, CodeInquisitor will not generate any code or documentation for the novices, but instead
act as an interactive debugging assistant. When a student provides an explanation that CodeInquisitor can detect is incorrect (using program analysis similar to our prior tool [43]), it will instruct
the novice how to test if their explanation is correct. Afterwards, CodeInquisitor will display the
novice’s provided explanation and ask them to modify it until it is correct, allowing for multiple
rounds of feedback.
4.1.4

Potential risks

• Enticing programmers to use our tools, rather than to ignore them, is a primary concern. To
overcome this, we will incorporate techniques such as surprise-explain-reward [101].
• Identifying indicators of when to elicit explanations is essential for our tools to be beneficial.
We will analyze several public sources of bugs and errors that novices introduce (e.g., Blackbox [15]) to identify correlations between problematic outcomes and debugging behaviors.
Additionally, we will deploy the tool in classroom situations to calibrate the parameters.
• Overwhelming the programmer with information could greatly decrease the usefulness of
our tools, so we will employ a user-centered design approach to frequently get feedback on
our tool designs from programmers.
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• Providing the right scaffolding for structured explanations is an open-ended problem. We
will first investigate structured explanations in a laboratory setting to isolate the necessary
information before integrating it into CodeInquisitor.
• Measuring the effect of such tools is complex and is difficult to discern. By using mixed
methods we will triangulate our findings with quantitative and qualitative data from laboratory studies and classroom studies.

4.2

Aim #2: Support Experts in Documenting Decisions with CodeWitness

To “transcend the individual human mind” [3] remains a challenging and relevant problem, particularly in collaborative software engineering. A considerable amount of information about software design is never documented, likely due to the significant amount of effort required to document, organize, and maintain the information. Toward addressing the tedious and time consuming task of documenting design decisions about code, I propose to build CodeWitness, a tool for
eliciting design decision rationale from experts while they are actively engaged in coding tasks.
4.2.1

Related work

Programmers often need information about code that is not written and thus requires seeking out
another person who may have the answer [65, 77]. In one study, 66% of the participants agreed
that understanding the rationale behind a piece of code is a serious problem and 39% said that
finding the right person to talk to about a piece of code is a challenge they face [77]. The same
study found that even when design documents do exist, programmers found them too difficult to
use. Similarly, another study found that programmers often ask “why was this code implemented
this way”, but are often unable to find an answer [65].
4.2.2

Preliminary work

To facilitate discussion and documentation about design decisions in code, we designed CFar [48],
a tool that automatically inserts feedback into code reviews and tracks them over time. Shown in
Fig. 3, CFar’s goal was to give programmers a starting point for discussions about code, since
reviewers often fixate on low-level issues while ignoring high-level design problems and bugs [6,
102]. This is likely due to substantial time that code reviews take [5, 71, 77], despite less time
spent on code reviews has been shown to correlate with more bugs [33, 83, 114]. Our studies on
the effectiveness of CFar found that it increased communication, productivity, and code quality.
Towards studying this problem from another perspective, we designed CodeDeviant [46], a tool
that automatically records ad hoc tests (i.e., running the problem and manually testing inputs)
that can be shared and rerun with teammates. Our initial evaluations of CodeDeviant found that
programmers discovered significantly more bugs and fixed them in less time.
4.2.3

Research plan

The research on designing CodeWitness is divided into three steps: (1) identify events when design decisions are being made, (2) design a technique to elicit design decision rationale while
minimizing disruptions, and (3) design a technique to document and share the rationale.
Identifying when design decisions are made in code. The first step in this project is to empirically study when design decisions are being made in the context of code. Since it is not possible to
be a fly on the wall in the developers’ offices, we will instead use their code changes as indicators
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of design decisions. For example, a major refactoring may indicate that new design decisions have
been made. As such, we will utilize existing techniques for large code-change detection (e.g., for
refactoring code [115]) and code idiom detection (e.g., [60]). Once we have obtained a dataset of
real-world instances of potential indicators, we can survey the developers to understand if and
what decisions were actually made when they made the code changes.
Eliciting design decision rationale.
Once we have validated the indicators
that a design decision has been made, we
can design CodeWitness to automatically
detect the indicators and elicit more information about the design decision from the
developer. This would entail annotating
the relevant code in the code editor, and
then when a developer clicks the annotation, prompting them with a question that
asks for more information about the design decision. The set of possible questions would be generated using program
analyzes so that it is specific to the conFigure 3: Our CFar tool integrated into Mitext and reduces the amount of effort for
crosoft’s CodeFlow code reviewing tool. CFar
the developer to answer. These annotaautomatically inserts feedback into code reviews
tions are based on negotiable interruptions,
to initiate design discussions within teams.
notifications that allow the user to attend
to when they choose, and studies have found them to be preferred in long, continuous tasks [82].
Automatically generate and share documentation. Using the answer from the developer, the
tool will automatically generate and share documentation given the specific code context. We
will investigate how to effectively transform a developer’s answer to the generated questions into
documentation. The next feature of the tool will share the documentation in the relevant forms
(i.e., comments in code, discussions in code reviews, and standalone design documents). It will
do so by storing the comments in a standalone database and use a web service that integrates with
other services, such as the code reviewing tool and code repository (as we did with CFar [48]). This
integration is essential since programmers have already been shown to have difficulty in searching
their documentation and instead will go ask someone [77]. To achieve a successful integration in
our prior work, we deployed the tool to a small set of teams at Microsoft and used mixed-methods
to rapidly iterate on the tool design before deploying to a larger population [48].
4.2.4

Potential risks

• The phrasing of questions is of paramount concern in order to elicit explanations that will
serve as useful documentation to others. This open-ended research question will likely yield
new knowledge to the research community that we will study by asking programmers from
both perspectives (i.e., writing and reading explanations).
• Our prior work found that integrating into programmers’ workflow is vital for adoption. We
will seek feedback from our industry collaborators (see letters of collaboration) to iteratively
solve these integration issues.
• To minimize disruptions to these programmers, we will use negotiable interruptions which
have been found to be suitable in such contexts.
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4.3

Aim #3: Support Q&A during Onboarding with DevCourier

Onboarding is the process that a programmer goes through to join a new software team or project.
It is an important yet challenging time for organizations, since it is costly and time consuming for
everyone involved [22, 73, 111]. In fact, one study found that programmers are not productive
for the first several months of joining [105], and another found that programmers need several
years to be fluent in a software project [125]. Toward addressing the barriers faced by new hires
and teams during hiring, I propose to build DevCourier, a tool that semi-automatically records
questions and elicits answers to technical questions.
4.3.1

Related work

The challenges of onboarding have been addressed with mentorship programs, pair programming, organized processes, and software solutions. Mentorship programs [7, 59]. An organized
onboarding process [13, 73, 100]. Pair programming [10, 121]. Systems such as bots and collaborative agents have recently been applied to software development teams [26] as well as other
onboarding contexts [16, 18]. Although each of these solutions are beneficial, the problem remains
of getting information from an experienced team member to the new member efficiently.
4.3.2

Preliminary work

We studied the effect of annotations on code written by an expert for the use of onboarding new programmers to a project through Synectic [1], shown
in Fig. 4. To validate annotations in Synectic, we
conducted a user study comparing newcomer task
support for information foraging and comprehension within a traditional programming environment (Eclipse) and our canvas-based tool. The results showed that providing the right information at
the right place and time helped newcomers answer
comprehension questions with significantly more
accuracy and in less time.
4.3.3

Research plan

The research on designing DevCourier is divided
into three steps: (1) investigate techniques for
Figure 4: Synectic provides a canvasrecording questions that new hires have, (2) effibased environment for arranging cards
ciently elicit answers from experts automatically,
of information that can be linked to reland (3) archive the resulting Q&A where it can be
evant code. The annotations are aimed
used as a team resource in the future.
to assist in onboarding programmers to
Record questions from new hires. DevCourier
a project.
will attempt to capture questions that new hires
have, even if they normally would not ask the question to another personThis is of interest since it is
indicative of a team or project’s lack of documentation. DevCourier will be made up of three
components: a Google Chrome plugin, a Slack plugin, and a VS Code plugin that will use the
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new hire’s behavior to know when they are seeking information. Based on our information foraging research, we were successful in predicting when programmers need additional information [92, 94, 107]. We will use similar techniques to know when a new hire needs information, but
is not successful in finding it. Using their search behavior, we will generate a customized question
that a Slack bot poses to the new hire to elicit what information they are looking for.
Elicit answers from experts. Once a question has been posed to the CodeWitness Slack bot, it
can try to solicit an answer from a relevant team member in a non-disruptive fashion. For example,
CodeWitness can forward the question and contextual information, such as where the new hire
looked for the answer, to the first set of team members that appear to be active in Slack (i.e., they
will not be interrupted while outside of Slack). Their response and any artifacts (e.g., links) will
automatically be logged by CodeWitness and returned to the new hire. CodeWitness will then
monitor the interactions between these two users for a period of time to log any follow-up or
clarification questions on the same topic.
Archive and share the Q&A. Once the question has been answered, CodeWitness will automatically archive the question and all relevant details in a shareable form that integrates into the
team’s existing tooling. With this documentation, future team members that have similar questions can find the answer in the documentation. Furthermore, CodeWitness will remember every
question and answer it has facilitated and be able to reference them automatically when it detects
similar questions. Bots are used extensively throughout the software development process, and
we had success in using a bot to facilitate code reviewing and design discussions at Microsoft [48].
4.3.4

Potential risks

• Capturing questions that programmers have is a complex problem-space, but we have been
successful in modeling programmers’ information needs and we will mitigate this risk by
developing CodeWitness as Chrome, VS Code, and Slack plugins.
• It is possible that programmers might ignore our bot. However, bots are used extensively
throughout the software development process and we were successful in building a bot at
Microsoft that saw promising adoption by teams [48].

5

Evaluation Plan

We will be applying an iterative user-centered design approach to develop our tools, and we will
seek feedback throughout the process (see Fig. 5 for a timeline). Because of the overlap in studying
each of the three aims, including a shared codebase for the tools and similar study designs for portions of the aims, I believe the proposed research is feasible in a 5-year scope. Our methods will
include informal user studies, gathering feedback from industry researchers, laboratory studies,
classroom studies, field deployments, and interviews. Throughout the project, we will conduct
frequent informal user studies with small samples of programmers and instructors to gather feedback on our designs. In our prior work, we found that these informal opportunities to obtain
feedback and identify usability problems gave us crucial ideas for our designs while taking little
time to collect and analyze (e.g., [45, 48]). Moreover, we will conduct multiple laboratory user
studies to compare our designs to that of other tools in a controlled environment. To assist in data
analysis and statistics, we are in collaboration with
see letter of collaboration).
Since it is important for our work to be applied to realistic settings, we will collaborate extensively with industry researchers. We will periodically seek their feedback on our tool designs,
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Figure 5: Timeline of the proposed work.
and also collaborate with them to conduct field deployments to gather usage data in professional
settings. Prior to the field deployments, we will pilot the tools in an educational setting with classroom studies. Across all the tools and studies we will measure usage data to understand when
the elicitations are ignored and how the generated feedback can be improved. When appropriate
we will also gather subjective feedback and opinions on the tools and workflows through semistructured interviews.
For CodeInquisitor, we are focused on measuring the quality and quantity of the elicited explanations. We will pilot the tool in lower-level computer science courses at University of Tennessee
(see
letter of collaboration), which have 100+ students each per semester. The large
amount of data will enable us to calibrate the tool to elicit an optimal number of explanations at
opportune times. Then we will expand to training other instructors to adopt the tool for their
courses (see
letter of collaboration from
), and eventually release a
classroom package for any instructor to voluntarily use.
For CodeWitness, we are focused on identifying indicators of when design decisions are made,
how to minimize disruptions, and the usefulness of the elicited explanations as documentation.
We will first pilot the tool in upper-level undergraduate computer science courses at University
of Tennessee that involve a significant group project (see
letter of collaboration),
including my own COSC 340: Software Engineering course and my newly designed COSC 540:
Advanced Software Engineering course. Then we will conduct field studies of the tool being used
by professional programmers in ecologically valid settings (see the letter of collaboration from
,
, and
).
For DevCourier, we are focused on capturing the situations in which new hires have questions
and effectively obtaining an answer from relevant experts. We will conduct a series of studies with
industry partners to understand the complexities that arise during onboarding (see the letter of
collaboration from
). Due to the two-sided nature of onboarding
(new hire and mentor), it may be appropriate to use wizard of oz methodology to simulate one
side in a controlled manner while studying the other (e.g., we will simulate the mentor’s answers
given a participant’s questions).
For each our tools, we will release and open source as much of the data and tooling as is
reasonable. Most interestingly, it could be beneficial to the software engineering community for us
to release a well-polished website for each tool that includes instructions, demonstration videos,
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source code, and binaries to reduce any barriers to adopting our tools. Additionally, I will travel
to software companies to demonstrate our tooling, share our findings, and promote collaboration
on our studies.

6

Education Plan

Integrating CodeInquisitor into introductory programming courses. We will integrate CodeInquisitor into the first and second year programming courses at University of Tennessee (see
letter of collaboration;
). From our preliminary
findings, this tool should dramatically reduce the tedium and frustrations involved in learning to
program help our department retain students that may otherwise leave computer science.
Organizing a hackathon for educational programming tools. In an effort to get more students
involved in research, I plan to organize and host a hackathon where teams of students will design
and build educational programming tools, similar to that of CodeInquisitor and CodeWitness. I
will also work with the teams after the hackathon event to assist them in releasing and evaluating
their tools, source code, and demonstration videos. Ideally, this will get more undergraduates
involved in my department’s research and graduate programs.
Pedagogy development based on an inquisitive feedback loop. We are developing new curriculum and pedagogy that emphasize self-explanation through an inquisitive feedback loop. We
will release these materials for instructors to integrate CodeInquisitor into courses. Additionally,
I have been part of my department’s CS101 committee with the goal of reforming the course (and
the early CS curriculum).
Applying CodeWitness to group project courses. We will teach students to use CodeWitness
at University of Tennessee in courses that involve a group programming project. In collaboration
with
(see
letter of collaboration), we will initially use CodeWitness
in COSC 340: Software Engineering and COSC 423/523: Artificial Intelligence. After piloting the
tool for a year, we will expand it to COSC 540: Advanced Software Engineering and COSC: 425
Machine Learning. Furthermore, we will work with faculty at other universities to use the tool in
their courses (see the letter of collaboration from
at the
).
Educating professional programmers about CodeWitness and DevCourier. We will prioritize
gaining mainstream adoption of our tools by maintaining documentation and tutorials for using
CodeWitness and DevCourier. In fact, I will visit companies to demonstrate and share the tools as
well as assist them in incorporating them into their software development teams.
Developing a HCI presence at UTK. I have been co-leading an effort to build a humancomputer interaction presence at the University of Tennessee. This includes starting a regularly held HCI seminar across departments, integrating HCI into fundamental computer science
courses (e.g., software engineering, cybersecurity, and machine learning), and designing new
courses focused on HCI. Additionally, we created a shared laboratory that can support three user
studies being held simultaneously, and it houses large computer displays, virtual reality headsets,
and eye trackers.
Student Research Mentorship. My hands-on and applied teaching style has proven effective
in getting undergraduate students involved in research. In fact, I have mentored 11 undergraduate research assistants in the last 3 years, of which 7 have continued on to a graduate program (although most of them originally had no intention to do so). I currently advise 6 graduate students,
several of whom have won prestigious awards, such as the Tennessee Fellowship for Graduate
Excellence and the departmental Outstanding Graduate Teaching Assistant Award. Additionally,
I co-mentor a postdoctoral researcher that in his first year has led a successful multi-disciplinary
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collaboration at the University of Tennessee. To grow my initiative of involving undergraduate
students in research, I became the faculty advisor for our ACM student chapter and have guest
lectured for numerous engineering courses about user-centered design.
.

7

Expected Outcomes
• Techniques for eliciting structured explanations about program behavior and using them to
address flawed understandings.
• Techniques for eliciting, archiving, and sharing design decision rationale.
• Techniques for capturing questions from new hires and eliciting answers from relevant experts.
• Novel tool designs for inquisitive feedback loops in various software development contexts.
• Open source implementations of our tool designs (e.g., VS Code plugins).
• Empirical evidence on the benefits of our techniques and tools designs, as well as design
guidelines for other researchers and tool builders.
• Adoption packages for industry teams to integrate our tooling into their software development workflows.
• Teaching materials for instructors to incorporate our inquisitive tools into programming
courses.
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Broader Impacts

Development of a diverse, globally competitive STEM workforce. The proposed tools aim to
lower the barriers programmers face during programming, improve accessibility for people to
learn how to program, and streamline the new hire experience. Since learning to program has
been considered particularly tedious to learn initially, reducing the tedium could make the skill
available to far more people. Overall, this project strives to make considerable impact by helping
a diverse population of novice and expert programmers learn throughout programming tasks.
Improved STEM education and educator development at any level. Through our pilot studies on CodeInquisitor and CodeWitness in the classes at University of Tennessee, I will develop
classroom packages and pedagogy that I will promote to other educators. I am also determined
to amplify the works of other educators by collaborating with them to disseminate their own educational materials. In fact, I assisted a colleague in writing and promoting a free undergraduate
operating systems textbook and blog aimed to reduce the barriers in learning about systems programming. Additionally, I am working with our lecturers (non-tenure track instructors) to be
engaged in education research and to attend conferences such as SIGCSE.
Full participation of women, persons with disabilities, and underrepresented minorities in
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). To promote diversity in my university, I volunteered to be on my department’s CS101 ad hoc committee with a goal of restructuring
our lower-level undergraduate curriculum to attract and retain underrepresented groups by making the material more interactive, collaborative, and project-driven. Furthermore, I have applied
findings from educational psychology to my undergraduate software engineering course, such as
the contributing student pedagogy, flipped classrooms, and active learning. I am also encouraging
students to create a more inclusive culture through our local ACM student chapter, which I am
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the faculty advisor for. Through that, I will organize and host a hackathon to get undergraduates
involved in building and evaluating programming tools aims to overcome issues based on their
education experiences, and ideally, this will get more students involved in our research programs.
Enhanced infrastructure for research and education. My research and education plan are
tightly coupled to integrating my software tools and learning materials in classrooms and beyond. Towards this goal, I will release classroom kits for educators and tool postmortems for tool
designers including a comprehensive website with design guidelines, lessons learned, and source,
such that they can integrate inquisitive feedback loops into their software, teams, and teaching.
Increased partnerships between academia, industry, and others. I have collaborated extensively with industry (e.g.,
) and will continue to do so (see letters of collaboration). Previously, I was a Visiting
Researcher at Microsoft in 2019 and did 5 internships during graduate school between 2013–2017
at IBM Research, Microsoft Research, National Instruments twice, and First Horizon. These relationships have been a paramount factor in my education and research career, and I intend to
facilitate those same companies (and others) in recruiting students at University of Tennessee. I
have also budgeted for trips to present our research to companies as way of promoting our tools
and establishing new collaborations.
Increased public scientific literacy and public engagement with science and technology. To
share my research projects to a broader audience, I started a technical blog that has been viewed
over 600,000 times, received over 1000 discussion comments on Reddit and Hacker News, and I’ve
received over 100 messages and emails from educators and students about their experiences related to my writings. One notable outcome of the blog’s popularity includes myself being featured
on Stack Overflow’s podcast discussing our information foraging research. In the coming year, I
plan to put more effort into these writings and specifically aim to release a series on user-centered
design for non-technical readers as well as a series on creativity and exploratory, bottom-up design
in engineering.
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Prior Support

Sole PI on CRII: CHS: Overcoming Novice Programmers’ Misconceptions of Program Behavior (#1850027;
$174,956; 09/01/2019–08/31/2022) which produced the preliminary idea and work for an inquisitive feedback loop. Intellectual Merits: Published the inquisitive tool concept [43]. Broader Impacts:
Released CodeRibbon as an open source tool, discussed our research on the Stack Overflow podcast [97], and started a research blog that has reached 600,000 views.
Co-PI on CHS: SMALL: Collaborative Research: Adaptive Development Environments: Modeling and
Supporting Cognitive Styles of Software Developers (#2008408; $249,928 my portion out of $499,928 total; 10/01/2020–09/30/2022) that aims to model various program solving styles of programmers,
and then integrate predictive models into developer tools to better support those needs. Intellectual Merits: Published a tool and study [1] on how providing the right information at the right
time and place can better support new programmers. Broader Impacts: This work aims to make
developer tools more accessible to programmers with varying problem solving styles.
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